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Introduction
I am not going to fill out this introduction with fluff about attracting women. I shall let the
information speak for itself.
What I shall say is that the contributing authors are experts in their field that enjoy sharing their
knowledges with others such as you and I.
Yes I, started somewhere as I was once shy and frightened. I read up and applied what I read and
adapted it to my own personality as you must do. Now I am a man that turns ladies heads wherever
I go and no I am not handsome or athletic at all. AT least I don't think so.
Read through this book and if you like what you read good. It is my and the authors wish that you
enjoy this book.
Through out this book you see reference to 'The Player's Guide'. This is a no nonsense guide that
gets direct to the point on how you can be totally irresistible to ladies. In fact it so good that all of
my lady friends have banned me from using it!

7 Reasons Why You Are Not Attracting
Beautiful Women!”
Author: Chris Tyler
Article: Fellas, let's admit it. If we could have our way, we would be able to attract just about ANY
woman that we wanted to. And of course, we wouldn't be going after the ugly Betty types. No, not
at all. Like it or not, as men, we want to be with BEAUTIFUL women. Women with sexy curves
and pretty faces. Yet, for most guys, this seems to be an impossibility. There are a multitude of
reasons for why this is, but I have compiled a top SEVEN list that I am sure every man can relate
to. So, here it goes:
1. Lack of confidence. This has to be the number one reason. Think about it. If you had all of the
confidence in the world, wouldn't you approach any woman that you wanted? Sure, you would.
Lacking confidence is not just a turn off for most women, it's also the number one inhibitor between
you and the life that you REALLY want to live.
2. Poor conversation skills with women. If you cannot talk to a woman the right way, you are not
going to be able to get much further than a friendly and totally non-sexual conversation with her.
You have to be able to spice it up a little, unless you really BELIEVE that deep down, all women
want a boring and bland kind of guy. (They don't.)
3. Using pickup lines. Sure, there are some guys that claim this is the KEY to attracting beautiful
women, but in reality, this hardly ever works out all that well. Just think about it like this, a
beautiful woman gets hit on all of the time. And guess what most guys try to use on her? That's
right! Pickup lines. so, she naturally has learned how to shut them out of her head. In short, they
won't work on her at all.
4. Following the advice of your buddies. Unless your guy friends are out there picking up magazine
centerfold models, chances are pretty good they don't know much more than you already do. And
that's a GOOD reason NOT to listen to them. After all, why get advice from another guy who's no
better off than you are?
5. Poor hygiene. You don't have to turn into the pretty boy, almost feminine kind of guy to attract
women. You DO have to be able to look presentable and come across as being able to go out in
public and make a good impression. A little basic hygiene (cologne, clean hair, clean clothes) will
go a LONG way!
6. Using gimmicks and routines. This is along the same lines as dropping pick up lines on a woman.
With routines, not only do you have to learn them and memorize what to do, they also have to come
across natural and most of them do not. Try hypnotizing a woman in a loud nightclub with flashing
lights and people bumping into you. It's not going to work. And also, just as with a pick up line, a
routine or a gimmick can come across as CHEESY just as easily as it can be seen as cool.
7. Showing desperation. When you give off the vibe that you are desperate to hook up with a

woman or to get attention from her, that is like an instant turn off. Being desperate to get laid is
something that women usually see as PATHETIC and being desperate for her attention makes you
seem like less of a man. Pretty blunt, but also pretty true.
In a little while, I will be posting quite a few more, until then, tackle these 7 and you will be able to
improve YOUR success with women.
Copyright © 2009 Chris Tyler All Rights Reserved.
About the author: Want to learn more about attracting beautiful women?
Get Your FREE Report that Details HOW to Attract and Seduce Women. Click Here

“Attract Women Using Pure Personality!”
Author: Robert Buford
Unfortunately for them, more than 70% of men will never have the kind of success with women
that they should be having, do you realize why that is?
The main reason is that they have no clue about to attract women. They keep trying the same
techniques over and over that aren't working! This makes them think that attractive women are
never going to be interested in them and that they will never attract the kind of woman that they
think they want, so they settle for who ever will pay attention even if they're not really interested in
that particular person.
The other and most important reason is that they will do absolutely nothing about the main reason!
They just sit back and trust to luck and the law of averages! Look, I'm telling you, this is the wrong
attitude and will surely lead to a less fulfilling life and into the hands of a partner who is not as
emotionally strong and physically attractive as the kind of woman that I'm sure you want to have.
If you are now listening to advice from your friends, no matter how well meaning, they aren't only
preventing you from getting the results you should have from your time spent trying to meet and
attract women, They are also putting you at high risk of depression and lack of fulfilment that is the
final result of having a less than satisfactory love life. Not to mention the joy and satisfaction, and
the great life you'll receive by being with the right woman of your dreams!
Do you ask yourself, how does a semi-fat, balding, ugly jerk like me get a gorgeous girl to look at

him, much less date him?
Well, before you spend too much time being down on yourself, remember this. Everyone is aware
that there are big differences between men and women, but the main one is often over-looked, and
that is how women's and men's brains function differently.
Reading from the New England Journal of Medicine, they say that a women's brain is more attuned
to emotional responses than men's are. And, this is a because of the "maternal" instinct of women.
After a woman gives birth, she needs to be able to understand the needs of her children, so she is
then more attuned to emotions of everyone around her.
Without this ability to feel "empathy", she would not be able to properly care for her child.
Men, on the other hand, are more logical. This is the trait that helped men to provide for the home,
and to survive all the dangers they faced in doing so, and it also allowed them to be better at hunting
and providing protection.
This doesn't mean that women aren't logical and men aren't empathetic, but it does say that we
naturally lean one way or the other. Truth is most guys' do all they're not supposed to when it
comes to attracting women. Then, all they know what to say is "what's wrong"?
Does any of this sound like something you do?
There's looking attractive, and then there's BEING attractive.
These are two very different things. Besides your personal hygiene and the wardrobe you wear,
there's nothing you can do about your looks. Nature and your parents have decided if you're stuck
being short, bald, or whatever. That's not going to change any time soon.
But you DO have 100% control over how you act. You have complete control over what you do,
what you say, and how you perform in front of others!
Because women are more driven by their emotions than men, if you are able to evoke powerful, fun,
and exciting emotions in women, they WILL be attracted to you, no matter what you look like.
But you DO have everything to do with how you act. You have the last word over what you do,
what you say, and how you act in front of or treat others!
Since women are driven more by their emotions than men are, if you are one who is able to evoke
strong, enjoyable, and exciting emotions in women, they WILL be very much attracted to you, and
it makes no difference what you look like.
This is called "being attractive, and when you're "being attractive", your looks have absolutely no
bearing on the interaction. This is why we tell you to use your personality to attract women.
About the author:
If you are one of the countless thousands of men with the "can't meet
anyone" problem, the author has come across this site that he believes will
be of great help to you, and I am sure you will agree. The address is;
http://attractwomenwithpurepersonality.blogspot.com/

“Can You Become the Kind of Man That
Attracts Women With Ease?”
Author: Chris Tyler Article:
For most guys that are reading this article, attracting beautiful women is FAR from easy. And that's
okay to feel this way. After all, most men are not exactly born to be the next Don Juan or Romeo,
are they? However, the art of attracting women is not a skill that you are born with, it is something
that you develop over time. So, if you get envious of other men that seem to be able to attract a
woman with ease, then it should be reassuring to know that you can enjoy the same success. This
does not come without it's price. You will have to take the time to learn what works to make a
woman feel that sense of attraction for a man.
Here are a couple of tips that should help:
1. When talking to a woman, you have to be able to get the focus off of you and put it on her. When
a man is nervous, or unsure of himself, quite often he will find himself doing most of the talking.
This is not exactly what you want to do. Dominating a conversation with a woman is NOT going to
make you that much more appealing in her eyes. Being able to include her and involve her in the
conversation WILL.
2. Flirting is NOT just about getting her phone number or a date. When you flirt with a woman, you
have to be able to create a "bond" with her. Generating rapport with a woman will allow you to
escalate her feelings for you and this will help you to get to a place where you can make her feel
swept off her feet by you.
Want to learn more about how to attract a woman?
About the author:
Get Your FREE Report that Details HOW to Attract and Seduce Women.
Flirting With Women.
Copyright © 2009 Chris Tyler All Rights Reserved.
Guy Gets Girl Review

“Ways to Attract Single Women!”
Author: Chris Tyler Article:
When you are a single man, one of the most important aspects of your life is your success with
women. After all, what's a better way to end a hard day at work than to go out with a beautiful
woman on your arms?
Yet, for many guys, this seems as if it were almost impossible. You might look at yourself and think
that there is NO way at all that you could ever become the kind of guy that can Attract Beautiful
Women.
But, you can.
You have to learn the ways to attract a woman. Here are a few helpful hints that should make YOU
more successful with women:

1. When you approach a woman, it should seem casual and not the least bit unusual for you.
Women can spot a man that is uncomfortable in approaching a woman from a mile away.
And when this happens, she knows exactly what to. And that will leave you out in the cold.
Being able to get comfortable in your own skin is very important when you approach a
woman.

2. You have to be able to know what to say to a woman. One of the worst experiences that any
man can have is to start a conversation with a woman, only to find that he doesn't know
what to say to her. From my experience, one of the easiest ways to get around this is to
become friends with women and learn what topics work with them. Then you know what to
say to a woman that you have just met.

3. You have to be able to know where to take a woman. And I don't mean what restaurant or
anything like that. I mean that you have to learn how to lead the direction of the
conversation and the interaction.

4. Otherwise, you are not going to get the results that you desire. Want to learn more ways to
attract a woman? About the author: Get Your FREE Report that Details HOW to Attract
and Seduce Women.
Attracting Beautiful Women

“How to Make a Woman Desire You!”
Author: Chris Tyler
Article: When it comes to dating and relationships, it seems as if most men are really on their own.
Knowing how to attract a woman and make her desire you is not exactly one of those lessons that
you will get taught. Instead, you are often left to figure these things out from trial and error and this
can lead to a lot of heartache, pain, and rejection. Of course, you can skip all of this by simply not
trying, but where's the fun in that? Instead, here are some tips that will help you make a woman
desire you:
1. Become scarce. One of the biggest mistakes that a man will make with a woman is to become her
"shadow" right away. Mostly, the reason for this is insecurity. And guess what? Women will pick up
on this insecurity right away and find themselves losing attraction for you. By allowing yourself to
be scarce from time to time, you are actually helping to set yourself up for future success with
women.
2. Tantalize her. Most guys are afraid to push a woman's buttons a little. This usually comes from
the fear of rejection. You might be afraid that you will cross the line or do something to put her off,
but when done in small amounts, this will help you to increase her attraction and desire for you.
3. Captivate her. When you can captivate a woman, she will find herself drawn to you. Though this
is a skill that probably will not be developed overnight, this can be your most powerful asset when
attracting a woman.
Want to learn more about how to attract a woman? About the author: Get Your FREE Report that
Details HOW Attract and Seduce Women.
Seduce a Woman
Copyright ) 2009 Chris Tyler All Rights Reserved.
Guy Gets Girl Review

“Dating Advice For Single Men What Not to Do!”
Author: Chris Tyler
Article: When it comes to dating advice for single men, it seems like there are a HUGE amount of
people that claim to be experts in this category. Some are legit and others are nothing more than
marketers who just happen to want to make money in this market. So, some of the advice that you
get is genuine and some of it tends to be fluff that sounds good, but will not really boost your
success with women in any way. Here are a few dating tips for men, examples of what NOT to do:

1. Don't turn into a girlie man. What I mean by this is that there are a lot of guys out there that
try to become more successful with women by paying more attention to their clothes and
their shoes than anything else. One of the reasons why I have been so successful with
women is that I DON'T look like one of these guys. Come on fellas, imagine letting a girl
know that you take more time to get ready than she does. It's not exactly going to be a turn
on.

2. Try to become her soul mate. This is where a lot of passive men get it all wrong with
women. They try to instantly become her everything. Not only do most women find this
suffocating and annoying, it's really not genuine at all. You have to let things run its course
and VERY rarely do two people meet and assume that they are soul mates. So, when you try
and act like this on the first or second date, you are really coming across as being needy or
even fake.

3.

Adopt routines and gimmicks that go against your morals. Now, there are some guys that
have the mentality that they will do anything to try and get a girl. When you act like this, not
only are you being false with yourself, you are also really coming across as desperate. Think
about it, if you really had choice and selection with women, then you wouldn't have to try
and do anything to get a girl.
Want to learn what you SHOULD do to attract Beautiful Women? About the author: Get
Your FREE Report that Details HOW to Attract and Seduce Women. Seduce Beautiful
Women

“Great Tips to Get a Girl to Like You!”
By Russel Turner
Thousands of tips to get a girl are written all over the planet. Here, we will summarize everything
you need to know in a few words. Getting girls should not be that hard for as long as you are
committed and you have the passion to execute and practice what you will learn. Let us begin your
journey to the world of pursuing women and get to know the most effective tips to get a girl.
Be Self-Aware
The first thing you need to do is to get to know yourself. Unless you know your strengths and
weaknesses, you will never know what to capitalize and bank on. If you know what you are good at,
you can use this character to impress the woman you like. One of the tips to get a girl is to let this
character surface. For example, if you have the ability to connect to empathize and connect to
someone's emotions, you can use this strength and build the foundation of a relationship from here.
Listen to what she says and give comments. You need to develop the ability to interact and feel
what she feels.
Be Social
Another one of the greatest tips to get a girl is to be a good conversationalist. You will get a girl
bored with flat stories and corny jokes. Learn how to strike conversations in a random order and
infuse humor. Jokes that are canned are bad. It would give the impression that you prepared for it.
Observe the things around you and talk about these things. Connect these observations to
meaningful and bright ideas that will let the girl realize that you have something between your ears.
Being dumb is a major turn off because you are likely to give them dumb off springs. Show interest
in the things that she talks about. If you do not have any idea about them, tell her honestly and ask
her to teach you more.
Now Pay Close Attention HereAre you looking to Make Wonderful Women Beg You To Date, There is a proven method that can
help you in dating with a girl - Click Here.
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